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Things are not always what they appear
to be.
For example, some stamps have holes in
them. Now to a non-collector, it probably
does not seem to make much difference. To a
general collector such a copy may be viewed
as inferior. But on a CANAL ZONE issue, it
might be damaged, it might indicate that a
fer-de-lance has a taste for gum, or it might
have holes in it for a reason. In fact to a
specialist, the holes may make all the difference. To some of us, recognizing a perf. P for
officiaJ 'use or a PSN may be sufficient; to
others, what the basic stamp is, what the
orientation of the perforated letters is. or if
--usFd; 'how it-was'used can make an apparent
discard a thing of joy. Therein lies a beauty
in collecting, as one can look for enjoyment
in whatever happens to catch one's fancy, and
none of us can adopt a holier than thou
attitude about our own sub-specialties.
The instigation
for this report was a
discussion held recently, and amplified by
Bob Karrer in the ICC Newsletter, about
something else that may not be what it
appears to be. That something is the list of
prices realized published by an auction
house. There is a danger in presuming that
(Continued on page 7)

Meeting Notice
At WESTPEX '84, a regional meeting
of the CZSG at the Oakland Convention
Center, 450 10th St., Oakland, California,
May 12, 1984, at 3:00 p.m. Details from
Dick Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94121.

Mail Sale No. 13
Consignments for the 13th mail sale
may be sent between June 15 and July 14,
1984, to George W. Stilwell, Rt. I, Box
387-A, Fair Play, S.C. 29643. Certificates
are necessary on all Scott Nos. 1,2,3, and
15. Please ship insured or registered.
The sale will take place the first week
of October 1984.

First Quarter,

Second Class
Permit Holders in the
Canal Zone
By H.W. Cassibry and R.H. Salz
[In 1976, CZP Whole No. 41, there appeared
a two-part research project on First Class
Permits - Business Reply, and Third Class
Permits. These reports were to have been
followed by a third one on second class
permits which apparently was side tracked
and which has now been put back on the track
as I recently (November 5, 1983) was shown
a wrapper with a second class permit mailed
by "The Crossroads." A quick look at the
CZP Index, and more recent issues which
have not been indexed, brought forth the
realization that "Second Class Permits" had
never been published; so here it is along with
the initial introduction
which is written
in the present tense and which, of course,should now be written in the past tense; so
please make mental substitutions
of the
proper tenses where applicable. An additional observation concerns the scarcity of
these markings as the wrappers and publications on which these permits were printed
were apparently
not saved to any great
extent.
- R.H. Salz]
Here are the results of the third project
relating to mailing permits based on information furnished by the Canal Zone Postal
Service. Once again we are indebted to
David C. Rose (retired Director of Posts)
and his researchers for their help in providing us with the following list of second class
permit holders as of November 15, 1976.
The CZSG is most fortunate to have such a
dedicated group of postal employees to help
with such projects as this, and again we
wish to express our appreciation and thanks.
The surprisingly varied titles of publications mailed by permits is an interesting
kaleidoscope of every-day life in the Canal
Zone, Second class permits arc issued for
mailing publications issued on a regular time
basis. The listing of permit holders consists
largely of publications of various Canal Zone
organizations
and also includes a few
Panama newspapers and three United States
news magazines published on a weekly basis.
Dates when permits were issued or last
used were not available so the period of time
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Whole No. 70

1984
involved is difficult,
determine.

if not impossible,

to

Canal Zone Second Class
Permit Holders
Title of Publication
or Organization

Mailing

Office

EI Centinela de la Verdad Cristobal
Ancon
The Priss (La Primsa)
Ancon
The American
Ancon
The Chronicle
Ancon
Panama American
Panama Canal Zone News Ancon
Ancon
Panama Morning Journal
Las Cascadas
Canal Zone Pythian
The West Indian
. Cristobal
Watchman
Cristobal
The Colon Free Press
Ancon
The Canal Zone
Odd Fellow
Ancon
Educator
Ancon
Panama News Letter
Ancon
Panama Weekly News
Cristobal
The Panama Canal
Record
Ancon
Dispatch
West Indian Churchman
Cristobal
Ancon
Service Life
Ancon
The Tropical Breeze
Cristobal
Haskins News Service
West Caribbean Visitor
Cristobal
Cristobal
The Atlantic
Observation Post
Cristobal
Airco News
Ancon
EI Tiempo
The Panama Patrol
Cristobal
The Panama Canal
Balboa Heights
Observation Post
Ancon
Messenger
Ancon
Forrest C. Miller
Ancon
The Discoverer
Sub Base Ballast
Coco Solo
Dario N acional
Ancon
West Coast Leader
Ancon
Ancon
The Panama Legionaire
The Panama Times
Ancon
The Isthmian Scout
Ancon
The News
Balboa
EI Misioners Trimestral
Cristobal
The Flash
Cristobal
Ancon
The Tropical De Molay
Guide Horaire
Ancon
Star and Herald
Ancon
(Continued on page 6)
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Reports of prices realized sent to us by
dealers cover the period from June to
November 1983. Although a number of sales
contained some Canal Zone lots, the total
offering of better material was not large.
Our own Canal Zone Study Mail Sale
had much more material than all the other
sales combined! For this reason I am reporting on the prices realized in two parts. First
are the dealer auctions and then a special
section on our own CZSG Mail Sale.
In the following list the price realized is
given with the catalogue price in parenthesis
as listed in the auction catalogue. The name
of the auction house follows. All items are
unused and without serious defects unless
mentioned otherwise. All prices (except some
under $10) have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.
Scott No. 1,$275 ($375) Four Star; 3a,
inverted ovp., ng, $350 ($450) Four Star; 4,
plate bl. of 6, vf, $670 ($575) Steve Ivy; 9, ON
dropped in bl. of 6, $85 ($236) Siegel; 10, ON
dropped in bl. of 6, $90 ($218) Siegel (these
last two lots were bargains, as less than 10
examples of this variety are on record in each
case); 10 (2) on cover with magenta Cristobal
cancel, $18 Spelman;
11 on cover, $95
Kelleher; 14, bl. of 4 on COver, $270 Ball; 17
on cover with 1906 duplex, $30 Spelman.
Nos. 31-36, 39 on cover, Culebra straight
line cancel, $400 Ball; 39 "tired" (as stated
in catalogue!) on 1915 postcard to England,

$14 Spelman; 39 (2) with perf "P" on cover,
$350 Ball; 3ge, inverted center, $475 ($450)
Ball; 3ge, inverted center on cover, $1050
Ball; 52 (2) perf "P" on cover, $350 Ball; 54 on
cover, $190 Ball; 58, $260 ($250) Ball.
No. 71e, booklet pane, dull og, $75 ($95)
Kenedi; 115c, booklet pane, f-vf, $250 ($250)
Apfelbaum;
C09 + 03 on cover, $250
Apfelbaum; J6 On cover, $280 Ball; J13,
$44 ($55) Kelleher; OX!, bl. of 4, short perf.,
$170 ($125) Siegel.
No. U6, back flap stuck, little dirty, $36
($35) UPSS; U15, $190 ($175) Ball; UC3,
$4.25 ($6.00) UPSS.
UF1a, large size registered env., tiny tear
at flap, $700 ($800) Ball; UX5, used, $500
($650) Ball; UX6, used, $650 ($500) Ball;
UX8, $80 ($60) Ball.
No. UXC2, $6.50 ($5.00) UPSS; Oct. 6, 1920
cover, CZ to Jamaica
attempted
flight
(AAMC #1018) with original letter stating
"If the machine does not drop in the ocean this
will reach you via aeroplane." $125 Kenedi;
US 2' on 1924 cover with "N.Y. & Canal Zone
/ R.P.O." cancel to N.Y., $40 Spelman.
There was a very large selection of Canal
Zone items offered in our CZSG Mail Sale.
The following are all individual realizations
from this Mail Sale (the totals are given elsewhere in this issue). The prices obtained from
much of the material were extremely strong
with little evidence of the depressed market
existing in many other fields.
Scott No.1, hr, $420 ($375); 2, part og, hr,
$260 ($200); 2a, inverted ovp., tied to piece,
$400 ($450); 4, 5, $40 ($38); 8, $100 ($115);
lOa, inv. ovp., $230 ($200); 12b ZONE
antique, used, $46 ($50); 15, hr, partly
shortened
perf, $2100 ($1800); 18, $50
($50); 18b, PANAMA reading up and down,
$95 ($85); 20c "8 cts" omitted, $480 ($425).
Nos. 21-26, $56 ($50); 22e, double ovp., $170
($200); 22 ONE in bl. of 4, $52 ($47); 23c,
double ovp., dulled og, $320 ($300); 24c,
double ovp., $280 ($250); 30, $48 ($35); 31c,
booklet pane, nh, $500 ($550); 33a, double
ovp., $170 ($175); 35, $48 ($50); 39d, ovp.
reading down, $160 ($85); 47, part og, few
short perfs, $1200 ($2250); 55, $26 ($17).
No. 78, $44 ($40); 86b CAN AL inv. in pro
with normal, $575 ($750); 86c, inv. ovp., perfs
touch, $280 ($300); 87, nh, $52 ($35); 88, nh,
$30 ($25); 95, hr, $100 ($125); 95, used, $46
($40); 96-99, bl. of 4, nh, $64 ($69); 153-155,
160-162, joint line pairs, $30 ($32).
No. C5a, dropped "2", in pr., hr, $85 ($81);
C36-41, $11 ($13); C48a, 4 booklet panes, one
plain and 3 with diff. tabs, $62.
No. COl-7, 14, nh, $85 ($99); C08-12, CTO,
ng, $650 ($910); J1, used, $15 ($12); J2, used
bl. of 4, $160 ($175); J3, used, $190 ($175); J5,
hr, $85 ($70); J12, nh, $130 ($100); J13, hr, $50
($55); J17, nh, $52 ($30); J21-29, $14 ($14).
No. 08, used, $550 ($600); OXl-6, 6a, $100
($107); OX2, pane of 8, 1Yz x 4 mm, $675
($1000); 48, used, perf "P", $190; 55, used,
perf "P", $40; 86, st. of 3, perf "P", on cover
with 101 (not perf "P"), $400.
No. U2b, head and ovp. only, rust spots,
defects, $440 ($800); U2c, frame only,
internal bends, small scuff, $725 ($800); U8,
$25 ($30); U9, small paper flaw, $23 ($30);
UC1, $72 ($100); UX2, used, $130 ($75); UX5,
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used, $420 ($650); UX7, $42 ($60); UX8 $48
($60).
First flight cover, CZ to costa Rica, Dec. 27,
1928, $52; OX5 (4) On cover, $52; C6-14, pI. bl.
of 6, $210 ($181); C24, pI. bl. of 6, $76 ($75);
J21-25, pI. bl. of 6, $115 ($120).
Addresses of above auctioneers. Please
mention
"The Canal Zone Philatelist"
when writing to them. Earl P.L. Apfelbaum Inc., 2006 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
PA 19103; Bruce W. Ball, Box 338, Spanish
Fort, AL 36527; Four Star Philatelic, Box
261, Bethel, CT 06801; Daniel F. Kelleher
Co., Inc., 10 Post Office S., Suite No. 1230,
Boston, MA 02109; Peter Kenedi, Inc., 755 W.
Big Beaver Rd., Suite 122, Troy, MI 48084;
Steve Ivy Philatelic Auctions, Inc., 2121 N.
Akard, Dallas, TX 75201; Robert A. Siegel
Auction Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th St.,
New York, NY 10022; Henry M. Spelman
III, P.O. Box 645, San Anselmo, CA 94960;
United Postal Stationery Society, Box 48,
Redlands, CA 92373.

1984 Scott Specialized
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass
The most comprehensive priced listing of
Canal Zone stamps appears each year in late
fall in the Scott United States Stamp Catalogue. Those interested in the prices of their
favorite Canal Zone stamps will find that
there are a large number of price changes
in this section of the new catalogue and, as far
as I could determine, they are all upward.
This is in striking contrast to most other
countries where price reductions are the
order of the day. The real value of a British
Colonial collection has probably fallen by
50% in the last few years, but nothing of this
sort is happening with Canal Zone stamps
nor for that matter with those of the other
United States Possessions.
There are a few typographical errors in the
new catalogue. The following changes should
be made in your catalogue and these are
confirmed by Scott: No. 23b should be $1100
for both unused and used (and not $300).
No. 23c should be $300 for both unused and
used (and not $400). No. 23d should be $400
for both unused and used (and not $375).
No. 115a ZONE only was accidentally
omitted from the listing.
The price changes are so numerous that I
can only give a small sample here. In the
following list the 1984 price is given first
followed by the 1983 Specialized price in
parenthesis.
Scott No.8, $150 ($115); 12,
$7.00 ($5.50); 14, $16.50 ($20.00); 15,
$2000 ($1800); 15a, $2500 ($2000); 17b, $12.50
($10.00); 21, $30 ($25); 26b, $2000 ($1500); 30,
$50 ($35); 34a, $1250 ($1000); 36b, $175
($150); 3ge, $550 ($450); 41, $45 ($37.50);
47, $2500 ($2250); 58, $325 ($250); 59, $165
($130); 66, $135 ($125); 1924 Type A34, 7
unissued values, $1050 ($875).
No. 85a, $500 ($400); 91b, $1000 ($900); 91c,
$200 ($175); 97d, $2000 ($1750); 102a, $2250
($2000); 117b, $150 ($125); Jllb,
$2250
($2000); J18a, $1000 ($850); J20a, $1750
($1650); J20c, $300 ($250).

No. 01-2, 4-7, 9, $67.40 ($58.50) OX4, $6
($3.75); OXS, $4.50($3.00); OX6, $2 ($1); U1b,
$1500 ($1400); U3, $900 ($800); U14, $400
($350); U15, $200 ($175); UC7, $3.25 ($2.75);
UClO, $2.00 ($1.75).
No. UX1b, $2000 ($1750); UX2a, $1100
($900); UX2e, $2000 ($1750); UX5, $1100
($1000); UX6, $850 ($750); UXC3, $3.50
($3.00).
The catalogue price of a complete unused
collection of each major number of Canal
Zone regular, air post, postage due, and
official (used prices taken where unused
is not priced) stamps is given in Table 1
together with the percentage increase during
the past year. The major numbers of Canal
Zone envelopes (regular,
air mail, and
registration) catalogue at the prices shown
on the second line of the table. The third line
of the table shows the total catalogue price of
the regular and air mail postal cards. The
same data for all errors and varieties listed
and priced in Scott Specialized is shown in
Table 2.
Price increases are more meaningful over
a longer time span as there can be fluctuations due to numerous circumstances over a
period of a few years. The compound annual
percentage increase in value overfive and ten
year periods is shown in Table 3 for the
major numbers and in Table 4 for the errors
and varieties.
This number means, for
example, that a complete collection of Canal
Zone major numbers has a current catalogue
value which is equal to that of ten years ago
compounded each year at the rate of 16.0%.
This is truly a remarkable record and few
in~stme!lts
hllve increased in yalu_e at this
rate over this ten year period. For comparison the corresponding figures for the Dow
Jones Industrial stock average is given in
Table 3; over the last ten years it has only
increased at a compound rate'of 3.9%. Canal
Zone stamps have had a percentage increase
over four times this rate! This is not a pre-

Smithsonian Obtains
Canal Zone Collection
The Smithsonian's philatelic division has
recently obtained the Canal Zone collection of
the Canal Zone Postal Service according to
"Linn's Stamp News". They report that the
collection contains more than 100,000 items
representing
the complete history of the
Canal Zone Postal Service, a postal system
which began operations in 1904 and ceased
service with the signing of the Panama Canal
Treaty in 1977. The collection includes all
issues of Canal Zone postage stamps in
singles, panes, sheets, coils and booklets. Also
included is postal stationery,
die proofs,
models, essays, precanceled stamps, postal
seals, dies, and documents
and correspondence relating
to stamp production.
The collection includes a pane of 50 stamps
of the 1962 Thatcher Ferry Bridge stamp
with the bridge missing. One pane was sold
to a dealer by accident, a second pane was
destroyed, a third pane was earlier presented
to the Smithsonian, which now receives the
fourth pane and the second one in their
collection.

diction of what will happen in the future, but
there is no question that U.S. Possessions
stamps are in increasing demand and that
the supply of many of them is extremely
limited.

Table 1
Major Scott Numbers
1983
Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

$14,768
3,731
2,372

1984
$15,896
4,172
2,595

.

i!¥MPercent

1984
~
lJJ

- R.H. Salz

Percent
Change
7.6%
11.8%
9.4%

Table 2
Errors and Varieties
1983

Japan Philatelic Society
Takahiro Ohta of Japan kindly sent a
copy of "The U.S. Philately" issue of July
1983 as published by the U.S. Study Group
of the Japan Philatelic Society. We thought
our readers would like to see a small part
of the article which is almost entirely in
Japanese,
Fig. 1. Our specialty is truly
attracting world-wide attention.

:fChange

CANAL ZONE

IUi
Ill
-¥iii
••

JE

.

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

$240,319 $248,334
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7,198
17,360
19,170
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3l!1t
to
70-81
97
11
Scott
84
-95
12ii
II 1m
xType
JI5-J17
II
II
LQ1h
illl
Type
8 -99
-¥Iii
Type
AA
8 #
I ~1!JI:1:iil:
E1tr

-¥Iii

c

1211
311

7~

100-104}

3.3%
11.2%
10.4%

Table 3
Major Scott Numbers

Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards
Dow Jones
Industrials

Five Yr.
compound
growth
13.6%
13.0%
12.1%
8.7%

Ten Yr.
compound
growth
16.0%
16.1%
17.7%
3.9%

Table 4
Errors- and Varieties
Postage stamps
Envelopes
Postal cards

Five Yr.
compound
growth
11.7%
15.6%
19.2%

Ten Yr.
compound
growth
15.7%
20.6%
31.3%

Linn's quotes Ray Norby, curator of the
National Philatelic Collections as follows:
"We will need so much time to organize the
100,000 items in the Canal Zone Collection
that the earliest visitors and researchers can
see them will probably be in late 1984. From
time to time, though, we will furnish
'situation reports' so that philatelists can
follow our progress."
Linn's has also started a monthly column
on the stamps of the U.S. Possessions by
John Sicker. The issue of Nov. 21, 1983
contained an article of considerable length
about the first Canal Zone issue.

u.S. Possessions
If you collect the stamps ofthe other United
States Possessions, find out about the United
States
Possessions
Philatelic
Society.
Activities include the pu blication of a 24 page
quarterly
journal
"Possessions"
and an
annual mail sale. You may obtain a free
sample copy of the journal if you mention that
you are a member of the Canal Zone Study
Group and write to Kenneth M. Koller,
Sec.-Treas., 217 Tyler Ave., Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio 44221.
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Cancellation of
Penalty Mail
The question has been asked why some
penalty mail is canceled and other is not. This
is answered in Postal Circular No. 1137,
dated March 11, 1956.
"Effective immediately it is not necessary
to apply cancellation postmark to penalty
mail mailed in quantity by the Panama Canal
Company-Canal Zone Government and other
Federal Government agencies in the Canal
Zone.
"This instruction does not apply to such
penalty mail matter as,
(a) That with stamps affixed for any
reason.
(b) Registered or special serVice mail.
(c) Matter in packages especially labeled
'For Postmarking'.
(d) Small quantities placed in street letter
boxes or that which comes to post
offices mixed in the other ordinary
mail for cancellation".
- L.P. Entwistle

Overprints on
U.S. Committee
Richard D. Bates, Jr., Chairman
P.O. Box 40583, Palisades Station
Washington, D.C. 20057
First I would like to thank those who
responded
to previous requests
in this
column. Obtaining information
about the
holdings of other collectors seems to be one
of the most difficult aspects of carrying
out philatelic research. And I am just as
guilty as the next guy about not quite getting
around to responding to inquiries. But, any
help that our members can give one another
is very much appreciated.
An interesting and important area of study
concerning U.S. issues overprinted CANAL
ZONE involves spotting and documenting
spacing varieties. Though of pedagodical
interest in and of themselves, these can
also prove extremely valuable in plating
varieties that arise in other ways, provided
the spacing varieties have been plated. It is
my intention in this and future reports to
provide
information
regarding
spacing
varieties and other irregularities
that have
not yet been included in the Philatelist. My
hope is to spur our members to check their
own collections in order to help plate these
varieties and to uncover others that may
exist.
Larger
multiples
are especially
valuable for this purpose, and knowledge of
their availability
is important
for those
involved in ongoing and future studies.
Several spacing varieties are known on
Scott number 84, the 2 cent red with Type B
overprint. In the checklist, Vol:' 7, p. 10
(1971), spacing varieties of 11.8 mm, 11.2
mm, and 8.7 mm were listed in addition to the
normal 11.0 mm spacing. The 8.7 mm
spacing is most spectacular
as illustrated
previously, Vol. 5, p. 3 (1969), and is offered
occasionally in strips of three in auctions and
mail sales. The position of this variety does
not seem to be known, but this variety does
occur in the position directly beneath the
11.8 mm spacing variety as shown in the UL
position in the block illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. 9.5 mm spacing

Fig. 3. 10.5 mm spacing

Fig. 4. 11.2 mm spacing

Fig. 1. 8.7 mm spacing (LL).

(UL).

(LL).

(UL).

Two unreported
spacing varieties are
illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. A block that came
from the Floyd R. Brooks collection containing a copy with a 9.5 mm spacing in the upper
left position, three with the normal spacing,
is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 a used block with
the lower left stamp exhibiting a 10.5 mm
spacing, three copies with the normal
spacing, is shown. The block in Fig. 4
includes an example with the 11.2 mm
spacing at upper left, and the other three
with the normal 11.0 mm spacing.
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My special interest in U.S. overprinted
issues involves the spacings between the
words ZONE and CANAL on vertical pairs
which, as a generalization, seems to be more
irregular than the CANAL ZONE spacing.
Moreover,
obtaining
information
about
ZONE CANAL spacings is more difficult as
only vertical multiples can provide information about them. The exception is that
single copies of issues with a ZONE CANAL
error that arose from a shifted overprint
(such as 84b, 86e, and 91c) as opposed to slugs
placed incorrectly in the form (such as 92c)
can provide information directly. When the
CANAL ZONE spacing is abnormal, the
ZONE CANAL spacing above or below may
or may not be abnormal as well. A recent
report of a copy of 84b, with spacing variety
between ZONE and CANALof 11~ mm, Vol.
15, p. 10 (1979), appears to indicate the 8.7
mm CANAL ZONE spacing variety came
from an upper sheet, as 84b is only found
on two upper sheets. As Fig. 1 indicates, the
ZONE CANAL spacing between the 11.8
mm and 8.7 mm spacing varieties is 11.2
mm. But the deduction that the 8.7 mm
spacing
must be from an upper sheet
incorporates
the implicit inference that
there is but one possible position on any of the
panes with an 11.2 mm ZONE CANAL
spacing between stamps. The left pair in
Fig. 2, which also has an 11.2 mm ZONE
CANAL spacing, illustrates that abnormal
ZONE CANAL spacings may appear elsewhere as well, though in this case, the
natural SE at the right side of this block
precludes this as yet unidentified position
from having given rise to the wide spacing
in the illustrated copy of 84b.
When the difference in CANAL ZONE
spacing is large, as in Fig. I, the ZONE
CAN AL spacing above or below is likely to
be different to compensate.
For smaller
irregularities,
this compensation does not
seem so likely, though this is not much more
than a surmise in the absence of larger blocks
to provide a range of measurements. For the
four blocks illustrated here, the left pair in
Fig. 1 shows a ZONE CANAL spacing of
11.2 mm, while the right is the most common
9.0 mm. In Fig. 2, the left pair shows 11.2 mm,
and the right 9.7 mm, while the corresponding values are 9.0 mm for all ZONE CANAL
spacings in Fig. 3 and 4.
As this information should indicate, there
is still a considerable amount to be learned
about a subject as apparently well-established
as spacing varieties. Should any member
have other varieties unreported or larger
multiples that could be made available for
measurement,
making
that information
known to me or to the Editor would be
greatly appreciated.

Third Series of 1904
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from last issue)
Pos. 51. CANAL ZONE is too low compared to the other overprints on this horizontal line by a distance equal to the height
of the letters (Fig. 35). The overprint is also
tilted slightly downward to the right. The

Fig. 42. Pos. 60.

Fig. 35. Pos. 41, spaced AL; Pos. 41 and 51, overprint too low for horizontal row.
overprint is too low by varying distances on
the different denominations of this series.
The figure also shows the spaced AL on Pos.
41; this overprint is slightly too low compared
to the other overprints on its horizontal line.
Pos. 55. There is a strong break at the top
of the E (Fig. 36). On some stamps there is
also a very noticeable break and deformation
of the lower left serif of Al (Fig. 37). E, Al

Fig. 43. Pos. 61.
Pos. 64. The distinctive break occurs on
AI. The left end of the right bottom serif is
just a detached small blob of ink (Fig. 44).
AI.

(8).

Fig. 39. Pos. 57.
Pos. 58. There are two small breaks on the
E on some copies: at the top and on the
vertical stroke near the bottom (Fig. 40).
E (8).

Fig. 44. Pos. 64.
Pos. 66. There is a large break at the
bottom of the Z (Fig. 45). There are small
breaks near the top and center of the C on
some copies. Z, C (8).

Fig. 36. Pos. 55.

Fig. 40. Pos. 58

Fig. 37. Pos. 55

Pos. 59. The letter 0 has a unique shape:
there is a large break at the top; the stroke
coming down to the left is too thin at first and
then suddenly becomes much thicker; there
is a small break at the bottom. The upper left
serif of the E is bent downward (Fig. 41).
0, E.

Pos. 56. On most examples there is a strong
break at the top of the C (Fig. 38). C.

Fig. 45. Pos. 66.
Pos. 68. The famous sideways L error
occurs on this position (Fig. 46). Only a few
stamps exist with this error as it was corrected during the printing.

Fig. 41. Pos. 59.
Fig. 38. Pos. 56.
Pos. 57. The letter A2 has a large diagonal
break across the center of the right diagonal
stroke of the letter, while the E has a small
break at the top on some copies (Fig. 39). A2,
E (8).

Pos. 60. The C has a large break at the top
(Fig. 42). C.
Pos. 61. The L has a small break at the top
on some copies. The E is slightly dropped and
has a small break at the top (Fig. 43).L (8), E
(8), E dropped.
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Fig. 46. Pos. 68.
(Continued in next issue)

Canal Zone Second Class Permits
(Continued from page 1)
Panama Cross Currents
Panama Life
The Panama Tribune
The News Review
The Crossroads
Time, Inc.
Jungle Cat
Farthest South
El Diario
Panama Coast Artillery
News
Newsweek Pan America
Union Church Bulletin
The Fledgling
(Balboa Jr. College)
The Parakeet
(Balboa High School)
Legion Topics Pan Canal
Dept. Amer. Leg.
U.S. News &
World Report
The Canal Zone Orient

Ancon
Ancon
Ancon
Ancon
Cristobal
Balboa
Ft. Clayton
Ancon
Ancon
Balboa
Balboa
Balboa
Balboa
Balboa
Cristobal

Balboa
Balboa

Twelfth Mail Sale Report
Final figures for the 12th mail sale are
complete and are slightly changed from those
printed with the prices realized. There were
266 bidders - plus two late - with 184
successful and 82 not. Total number of lots
in the catalog was 895 but this was reduced to
826 lots as 50 lots received no bid, 7 lots were
withdrawn, and 12 lots were returned for
various reasons. The total catalog and
estimated
figure for the lots sold was
$70,350 which when compared to the gross
realization of $49,691 is 71 %. Costs of running
the sale were less than last year due to a
smaller number of lots - thus a smaller
catalog - and fewer lots being mailed out to
bidders. Sales commission of $4,969 less cost
of $2,698 resulted in a net of $2,271 for the
CZSG.
The mail sale committee arrived ready for
work at 10:00 a.m. and after much licking,
sticking, stuffing, stamping, and sorting and with a lunch break at 1:00 p.m. completed their "appointed rounds" by 6:00
p.m. The crew: Tom Brougham,
Mike
Demski, Ray and Marilyn Erickson, Russ
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and Kathy Samuels,
Steve and Cathy
Schumann,
and Dick and Maggie Salz
repaired to the dining room for a sumptuous
spread prepared by the ladies (they also did
their fair-share in the mail room). The trek
to the post office had been planned for
Monday, October 10, but George Washington
interferred and you know who had to "baby
sit" the stamps for an additional 24 hours!
The many pieces of insured and registered
mail were dispatched over the post office
counter in a record time of 31 minutes.
Many nice notes accompanied payments:
"I want you to know that you have of course,
completely
destroyed
whatever
tenuous
budget I may have had - the books are now
unbalanced. But you can point to the Zone
itself as culprit.
Somehow I have trouble
resisting the philatelic charms of the place."
"Thanks for running a very well-managed
sale, even if you did not have a computer to
help out! The sale is certainly a credit to the
CZSG." "Many thanks to all on the committee.
Super job!!" "All you 'guys and gals' did a
great job! Congratulations! And no postage or
handling was charged - a real 'touch of class'
to coin a phrase!"
Thanks to the 54 members for the excellent
material; the 266 bidders for their many
bids (4,545), and the crew that put this all
together - stand up and take a bow! The
most popular lot was number 464 (J17 OG
NH FV) with 27 bids, the high bid was for
$70.00 and the lot sold for $52.00 against a
catalog value of $30.00.
Copies of the prices realized are still
available for a SAE franked with 20'. Copies
of the-eataIQg_with prices.. reali_ze<Lma~e
_
obtained for a SAE franked with 71'. Write
~G-R.H~
Salz, 60--27th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121~- West Coast Mail Sale Committee

Winners
This list of winners is the longest one yet!
It is apparent that many more of the CZSG
membership
has been exhibiting in 1983
than any prior year. We wish to congratulate
all the winners for their great showings and
we hope the Grand Award winner at
SESCAL '83 will capture the top honors at
the Champion of Champions show in 1984.
Winners are listed in chronological order.

Canal Zone Postal History
(featuring postage dues on cover)
J18, J19 on cover vf clean $45
Real Photo Postcards (1913-1933)
Featuring opening of the Canal, Construction
Scenes, Landmark Buildings and Streets
S.S. Ancon officially opening the canal
8/18/15 - $55

Stamps - Specials 68-69 F -VF NH (waxy og)
only $10 when asking for free price list.
J4b XF used $3.50
An Unusual Offering of
Canal Zone Butterflies - Mounted
Send for our listing today!

Perforated Platinum
P.O. Box 786, Kalamazoo, MI 49005
616-375-5715

"The Postal Markings of the Canal Zone"
by Lawson P. Entwistle, won a Gold in the
literature section of STaMpsHow '83 - the
American Philatelic Society's 97th annual
convention at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,
August 25-28, 1983.
Gary G. Flatow won a Gold and the Bureau
Issue Association President's Award for his
"Canal Zone Postage - Selected Pages" at
COCOPEX '83, at Marietta, Georgia.
The following CZSG members exhibited at
SESCAL '83, October 14-16, 1983, at The
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, California.
The featured group at this show was the
U.S. Administered Areas and the Canal Zone
section really outdid itself: David Leeds
won a Gold and the Grand Award for his
"Panama Overprinted 'Canal Zone.''' Lawson
P. Entwistle won a Gold in the literature
section for his book "Postal Markings of the
Canal Zone." Torbjorn Larsson-Fedde sent
his "Via Panama-Canal
Zone" all the way
from Norway and captured a Silver award.
Thomas Brougham won a Silver for his
"Canal Zone Airmail Usage, 1928-1951; and
Lee H. Cornell showed "Canal Zone Provisionals, 1904-1931 and 1938-1939" which
earned a Silver-bronze.
Lawson P. Entwistle exhibited his "Canal
Zone 1904-1924, Specialized" and won a
Gold and the Grand Award at SOUTHWESTPEX-ELPEX
'83, October 29-30,
1983, at the Civic Center, El Paso, Texas.
This is all mighty impressive!!

These two requests have been honored and
we also will send the Library of Congress
a complimentary
copy of the supplement to
Lawson Entwistle's
Postal Markings
of
the Canal Zone which is to be published in
1984.

- RH. Salz

- RH. Salz

Vice President's Report
(Continued from page 1)
these prices al ways reflect the actual market,
or even an actual sale. The fact is that
sometimes the owner buys the lot back (and
pays the commission) to protect him/herself.
There is no reason the owner cannot bid like
anyone else. But if there is no commission or
if the owner is the auction house, then the lot
has in fact been protected by a reserve and
should be indicated as withdrawn.
This
prevents influencing the market by marking
the lot up to what is wanted for it, then
reoffering it or selling it elsewhere at a later
date with now established evidence of value
that "a similar item sold recently at Suchand-Such Stamp Auctions for" an artificial
price. The admonition here is simply that
one must take some prices realized with a
grain of salt. After all, caveat emptor does
not refer to the king's necktie.
Finally, to single out something else that is
more than it may appear to be, the efforts
of four of the behind-the-scenes
members
should be acknowledged with gratitude. As
I am writing this the day before Thanksgiving, it is most appropriate to mention the

Electjo.D-_~ommitteeRe~ort_~t-

In accordance with the by-laws ofthe Canal
Zone Study Group, the Election Committee is
pleased to report the results of the 1983
election.
The full slate of nominated officers has
been accepted for the 1983-84 term by an
overwhelming
majority
of the voting
membership which amounted to 56% of the
ballots distributed.
The slate elected to
office is: Richard H. Salz, president; Richard
D. Bates, Jr., vice-president; Alfred R Bew,
secretary; Richard F. Larkin, treasurer. The
directors are: George R Campell, Lawson P.
Entwistle, and Raymond E. Erickson.
The Election Committee wishes to express
our congratulations
and best wishes to our
newly elected officers and directors, and our
thanks to the membership for their interest
and support.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Alfred R Bew
Chairman,
Election Committee

CANAL ZONE #67
Fine tropical-OG - perfs just touch
(Scott Cat. $650)
Block 4
Plate block 10 F- VF

$1,175.00
$4,500.00

Wax paper adheres to blocks

CANAL ZONE #10a
(Invert)
Block 4 VF NH P.O. Fresh

... $1,400.00

CANAL ZONE #94
Block 4 VF-XF

NH

$1,500.00

Library of Congress
Requests
The Exchange of Gift Division of the
Library of Congress wrote to our secretary,
Alfred R. Bew, requesting the CZSG to
"present" a copy of Postal Markings of the
Canal Zone as it was "needed for the collections of the Library of Congress." This
letter, dated October 25, 1983, also stated
they would appreciate a current "sample
copy" of the Canal Zone Philatelist.
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I BUY COLLECTIONS
DEL PARKER
(202) 232-2560

Tues-Sat.

12-6

P.O. Box 998
Mercer

Island,

W A 98040

work of Dick Salz and George Stilwell for
guiding the Study Group 10 these many
years, and also for the Herculean efforts
involved in running the mail sales in the past.
Believe me, I now know first-hand what that
job entails. And to Gil Plass for his years of
regularly producing a first-class informative
publication and Al Bew for his faithful work
as Secretary go a robust round of applause.
In fact, to all the past officers, contributors
to the Philatelist, compilers and writers of
our dynamite
handbooks,
and general
supporters
of the organization,
I extend
a well-deserved thank you on behalf of the
entire membership.

Book Review
CZSG member Everett C. Erle sends in
this book review which was published in
Stamp Lover, magazine of the National
Philatelic Society, London, England.
The Postal Markings o/the Canal Zone by
Lawson P. Entwistle. 262 pp. 11 x 8% inches,
glossy card cover. Published by the Canal
Zone Study Group, 29 S. South Carolina Ave.,
Atlantic City, NJ 08401.
This is Handbook No.5 produced by the
Study Group, and it shows the same meticulous attention to detail which one has been
led to expect of American philatelic handbooks generally. The popularity of Canal
Zone postal history in Britain is obviously
much less than it is in the United States, but
this handbook will serve to stimulate an
interest in the area, which has been of international importance since the opening of the
waterway in 1914.
The postal service in the area was established ten years earlier, when the Canal
Zone was established
and some of the
markings of those early years are extremely
scarce. The period of use of the postal markings which form the subject matter of the
book was 75 years from the establishment
of the Canal Zone in 1904 to the hand-over
to Panama in 1979. Thousands of markings
during the period are listed and illustrated,
so that enthusiasts may recognize with ease
markings of which it is noted 'only a few
recorded' or 'three have been seen'. Most of
the foreign correspondence
which passed
through the Canal Zone Post Offices during
the early years was addressed, of course,
to USA, but there may be a few unrecognized
treasures in England ... good hunting!

WANTED
Panama

or Canal Zone Postcards

Mint and Used
Roosevelt Medals
Canal Zone Memorabilia
Price and description please.
BRAD WILDE #Ui8
7640 Provincial Dr., #108
McLean, VA 22102

CZSG Regional Meeting
at SESCAL '83
A regional meeting of the Canal Zone
Study Group was held October 15, 1983,
during SESCAL, the 39th Annual Stamp
Exhibition of Southern California, at the
Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles.
The meeting, chaired by CZSG Charter
Member David Leeds, was attended by 30
mem bers and guests. President Richard Salz
gave an update on CZSG activities. Dealers
Rick Schwartz and Del Parker shared their
views on the future market in Canal Zone
stamps.
A lively discussion of CZ philately followed
the more structured portion of the meeting;
and this was followed by one-to-one conversations between members
who had only
exchanged letters over the years - one of the
nicer aspects of a CZSG get-together.
- D. Leeds

Ship Cancels
Eight additions to the
given by Alan Doyle and
17, p. 15 (1981) have
member Eugene Hamlin,
A T BALBOA / PANAMA
Badger 1-19-36

CZ

CANAL ZONE / NA VY DAY
Fox 10-27-34
CRISTOBAL / CANAL ZONE
Herbert 4-27-34
COCO SOLO, CZ
Bushnell 1-25-38
COCO SOLO / CANAL ZONE
Wright 1-15-35
ENROUTE TO / CANAL ZONE
Wright 1-15-35
MANEUVERS/PANAMA
Grebe 10-21-34
THANKSGIVING
Fairfax 11-28-35

Potomac Chapter
The Potomac Chapter
meets approximately every six weeks, except during the
summer, to discuss various aspects of Canal
Zone Philately.
Members residing in or
visiting the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan
Area are welcome to participate
in these
meetings.
Further
information
can be
obtained by calling Bill Kuttner at 301654-3246 or Dick Bates at 301-654-2358.

list of ship cancels
Gary Weiss in Vol.
been reported by
Jr.

CANAL

/ DAY BALBOA

Addenda
The Scott catalog number of the two postal
cards illustrated in the "Merry Christmas"
article in the Fourth Quarter CZP, 1983
was inadvertantly
omitted. Please make a
notation in your CZP that these two postal
cards are UX4's.
- R.H. Salz

Last Day Covers
Censor Markings
The Censor Markings Committee needs
World War I covers bearing the following
censor devices:
1. Approximately
2 x 3" paper labels
reading "OPENED/BY/CENSOR/No.
"
and bearing censor numbers 301-350 and
901-950.
2. Circular handstamps 30-31 mm reading
"PASSED BY CENSOR" with or without
boxed numbers 901-950.
These are seldom found on mail from the
Canal Zone to the U.S., but are common on
mail to foreign countries and on mail between
the Central and South American countries.
3. Paper labels reading "ABIERTA POR
LA CENSURE" with censor numbers 949
and 950.
4. Circular or linear handstamp reading
"OFFICINA
de la CENSURA-APROBADA".
The latter two devices can only be found on
Republic of Panama mail between Panama
City and interior towns.
5. Prisoner of War mail from Taboga
Island or Fort Randolph.
Please send any information you may have
on these devices and photo copies of any
covers to H.A. Metzler, 1701 Suffolk Dr.,
Clearwater, FL 33516.
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Wayne Myers reports he has two last day
Canal Zone covers (Sept. 30, 1979)'that bear
the 10' Hodges and 5' tagged Stevens
stamp. He wonders if anyone else can report
last day covers with the 5' tagged Stevens
stamp.

CANAL ZONE #15
8c on 50c bistre brown.
Only 500 Issued.
1984 Spec. Cat. $2,000
A.

Fine +, fuli fresh
on reverse. With

a.G. Guarantee

H.S. and signature
Fresh & bright.

P.F. Cert.

Net $1750
B. Very fine by Superb, mint a.G., N.H. With APS Cert.
(photocopy
for block of 4) shows "A" error in misplaced "PANAMA"
ovpt. Immaculate.

Net $2500
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE CANAL ZONE?
Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms if Desired
(No IntBrest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
88 BEACON
SPA

BOSTON,

STREET
MA 02108

CSA

APS

CZSG
Phone: (617) 523-2522

